The equivalence problem for strongly noncircular attribute systems reduces to the equivalence problem for primitive recursive schemes with parameters. We solve the equivalence problem for non-nested separated primitive recursive program schemes hence the equivalence problem for non-nested separated attribute systems.
INTRODUCTION
The authors have shown in Courcelle et al. (1982) that certain attribute systems called strongly noneireular can be translated into recursive program schemes taking derivation trees as arguments and called primitive reeursive schemes with parameters. In particular, the equivalence problem for strongly noncircular attribute systems reduces to the equivalence problem for the latter class of program schemes.
This latter problem seems deeply related with the DPDA equivalence problem. We solve it in the special case of separated and non-nested primitive recursive schemes hence we obtain the decidability of the equivalence problem for separated and non-nested attribute systems (they are necessarly strongly noncircular).
Our proof generalizes the decidability of the equivalence problem for purely synthesized attribute systems solved in Courcelle et al. (1982) . As a corollary we obtain the decidability of the equivalence problem for nonnested recursive schemes shown to be decidable in Courcelle (1978) with help of a chain of reductions to the equivalence problem for finite-turn DPDAs shown to be decidable by Valiant (1974) .
The present proof does not use any reduction to finite-turn DPDAs. But it uses the formalism of decision systems introduced in Courcelle (1983) .
Let X be an 5~-sorted set of variables and M(P, X) denote the free heterogeneous P-magma generated by X, consisting of well-formed terms written with P and X.
Terms written with the set P of function symbols (and possibly other variables) will be called P-terms. The words tree and term will be synonymous in this paper, and will refer to elements of some free magma.
We shall denote by M(P, X)s the carrier of sort s of M(P, X) and similarly for M(P),.
A term t in M(P)s is thought of as denoting a value t M in any P-magma M. In fact t M = evalM(t ) where eval M denotes the unique homomorphism M(P) ~ M. Similarly a term t in M(P, {x 1,..., xk})~ is thought of as denoting a function M,~x, ) × ... × M~xk ) --r M s called a derived operator and denoted by t M or deropM(t) when we want to emphasize the existence of a unique If t is in M(P, X), we denote by Varx(t ) the set of variables of X having at least one occurrence in t. We say that t is X-linear if ]tlx ~< 1 for all x in X. We shall now use variables to define substitutions. Let t be in M(P, X) and xl ..... x k be distinct variables in X. Let tl ..... t k be in M(P,X) and e(ti) = a(xi) for i = 1 ..... k. We denote by t [tl/x 1,..., tk/xk] the result of the simultaneous substitution of t i for each occurrence of v i in t for all i in [k] .
We shall sometimes abbreviate t [tl/X ~ ..... tk/Xk] into t [t 1 ..... tk] .
Let T be a subset of M(P, X). We shall denote by P(T) the set of terms the form p(t~ ,..., t,) for some p in P and some t 1 ....
. t n in T (such that p(t I ..... t,) ~ M(P, X), i.e., such that e(tl) ... o(t,) = a(p)). We shall denote by M(P, T) (with a slight ambiguity) the set of terms of the form s[t,l~, ..... t.l~.]
for some s in M (P, {v I ..... v,}) linear in {V 1 ,. .., Un} and some elements t I ,..., t, of T of proper sort. Equivalently "let u be in M(P, T)..." will also be phrased "let u be of the form sit1 ....
. t.]
for some linear P-term s for some t I ..... t, in T." This latter formulation avoids an explicit mention of the (irrelevant) variables v~,..., vn. Note that
T c_ M(P, T) c M(P, X).

Attribute Grammars
An attribute grammar is a triple (G, F, D) consisting of:
(1) a context-free grammar G with set JU of nonterminals and set P of production rules considered as an dU-sorted signature; (2) an attribute system F of type (P, F) (defined below) for some ~-sorted signature F; (3) an interpretation D, i.e., an F-magma.
An attribute system F of type (P, F) (where P and F are f and 6Lsorted signatures, respectively) consists of the following items:
(i) A finite set A of symbols called attributes, which is the disjoint union of A(S), the set of synthesized attributes, and A(h) the set of inherited attributes. Each attribute a has a sort e(a) in 6~. For each a in A, a subset of JU is given. For each S in ~/Y we denote by A(s s) the set {a ~A(s)]S E~/Y~} and similarly for A~s h) and A s.
(ii) For each p in P, a set Fp of semantic rules in the form of a set of equations satisfying the following conditions:
(a) for all a in A~o,-~s). there exist in/'p one and only one semantic rule defining a(e), i.e., with left-hand side a(e); it is of the form where s, z "), b °) are exactly as in (1.2.1 ). An example is given in Section 1.5.
Convention. In the sequel we shall use letters {a, b, c, a',...} to denote attributes of both kind and we shall reserve letters {y,z,z',...} to denote inherited attributes.
Semantics of Atribute Grammars
Derivation trees of G correspond to elements of M(P). If the attribute system F is noncircular Knuth (1968) , Courcelle et al. (1982) every attribute a has a value at every node u of a tree t in M(P) provided a belongs to A s, where S is the left part of the production rule labeling the node u. This value belongs to Do~a). (It depends also on values given to the inherited attributes at the root of t.) We do not recall here how it can be computed Knuth (1968), Courcelle et al. (1982) .
In this paper we concentrate our attention on the functions
~o ~°). M(P)s-,
such that (Yl ..... Yk) is a fixed enumeration of the set A~s h) and (D) (pa,s(t) (dl ..... dk) is the value of the synthesized attribute a at the root of the tree t, when the values d~ ..... d k are given to the inherited attributes Y~, Y2,..., Yk at the root of t.
We can also choose the free interpretation M = M(F, A ~h)) and letting
we get the factorization
which is a fundamental result in the theory of program schemes (Engelfriet, 1980) .
In this paper we shall investigate the equivalence problem for attribute systems that can be precisely formulated as follows:
Let F and F' be two attribute systems of type (P, F), let S E JU, a E A ~s ~), and a' C A's ~s) such that a(a)= a(a'). Let ~a,S ~-~a',S" This shows that the equivalence problem for attribute systems reduces to deciding the equality of two tree-transductions. Unfortunately these transductions are very "high-level" ones and their equality problem is not at all obvious to solve (Courcelle and Franchi, 1982; Engelfriet, 1980; Datum and Guessarian, 1981 ). Hence we shall restrict our attention to special classes of attribute systems.
Non-Nested Attribute Systems
An attribute system F of type (P,F) is non-nested if the inherited attributes do not depend on the synthesized ones, i.e., if for all p in P, all y in Remark. Non-nested attribute systems are very special ones. Informally speaking, the evaluation of attributes can be done in one depth-first traversal of the tree (starting at the root and returning to it).
For practical use, more complicated attribute grammars (although not necessarly of the most general type) are required.
It follows from Proposition 3.22 of Courcelle et al. (1982) and from Franchi (1982) that non-nested attribute systems can be translated into recursive program schemes of a certain type, called primitive recursive schemes with parameters. The general construction is rather difficult to describe but it is much simpler in the case of non-nested attribute systems; it produces primitive recursive schemes of a special form also called nonnested. Let us first show an example. y (1) =A,
b(e) = ga(y(e), b(1)),
b(e) = h(y(~)); These rules also use F= {f~,f2,f3, gl, g2, h, k} with 6~ reduced to a single sort. The attributes a, b are synthesized and x, y are inherited. The value of the attribute a at the root of an S-rooted tree t can be written as ~0~ (t, d) , where d is the value of the attribute x at the root of t. Similarly, the value of b at the root of a T-rooted tree t can be written (Po(t, d) , where d is the value of y at the root of t. From this and the equations of F, the functions q~a satisfy the following set of equations, denoted by Z(F): ~o ~(p(t~ , t2), x) = L (~o~( t, , f ~), ~oo(t2, f ~(x) ) ), ~o~(s, x) = ~(x), (Y, ~ob(t,, g2(Y) )), ~b(r, y) = h(y), for all T-tree t~ and all S-tree t 2.
It is easy to see that these equations define ~0~(t, x) and ~0b(t', y) in a unique way for all S-rooted tree t and all T-rooted tree t'. They form a primitive recursive scheme with parameters.
A Class of Recursive Program Schemes
Primitive recursive schemes with parameters have been introduced and discussed in Courcelle et al. (1982) . We do not recall the definition but we only define the subclass of the non-nested ones that we shall use in this paper. For simplicity we shall call them non-nested schemes in the sequel.
Let P and F be as in Section 1.2. A non-nested scheme of type (P,F) is an object Z consisting of the following items:
(1) a finite (J't)~)-signature q~ called the set of function variables; each ~0 in q~ has an arity a(q~) in Jr6~* (of the form fl(~0) a'(~0) with fl(~0) in JU and a'(q)) in ~*) and a sort a(q~) in 6g; (2) (p(x, ,..., x,) , Yl ,'", Ym) = r, where the xi's are distinct elements of X, the yi's are distinct elements of Y and the right-hand side of (1.6.1) is in
and of course is well-type with respect to the signatures (we let X, = {x 1 .... ,x,} and Ym={y~ .... ,ym}).
Considering r as a tree, this means that there is no more than one occurrence of a symbol of • on any branch of r. An interpretation is an Fmagma D.
The set of equations Z(F) written in Section 1.5 is of this type, with
It has been shown in Courcelle et al. (1982) '(~o) ) satsfying the equations of 27 in an obvious sense. This family will be written (~0~)o~,.
Taking for D the free interpretation M = M(F, Y) and letting Yl ..... Ym) yields the factorization or more precisely q~o = deropv ° q)F So that for two function variables ~0 and q/ of same sort and arity, q~o = ¢P~ for all D if and only if q~r ----~0F" Let us also recall from Corollary 4.22 of Courcelle et al. (1982) that ~or(t ) can be characterized as the normal form of ~o(t, Yl ..... Ym) with respect to the rewriting relation ~.
Let us be precise about this point. If we consider Z' as a set of pairs of terms, a rewriting relation ~ on M(P U F U ~, X U Y) is associated with Z is a well-known way (see Huet, 1980 ). This relation is Noetherian, confluent (i.e., has the Church-Rosser property), so that every element s of M(PU FU q~, XU Y) has a unique normal form, nf~(s). 1.6.1. Remark. From the definition of S we can see that, if s' = nfz(s) and s' has a subterm of the form ~0(u0, ul ..... u,), then u o must be in X.
(Otherwise, due to the restrictions concerning the sorts, u 0 must be of the form p (u'l,..., u'k) and some rule of 22 can be applied to s'.) Hence for t in M(P)~(~) and u in M(PUFUq~, XUY) such that ~o (t, Yl ..... Y, n) 
Attribute Systems and Non-Nested Schemes with Separated Sorts
Even for non-nested schemes we do not know any algorithm deciding the equivalence problem. Hence we introduce a further condition.
An attribute system /" of type (P, F) is separated if the set 6g can be partitonned into 6~ = ~s) U 6g ~h) (with 6g ~s) n 6g (h) = 0) in such a way that:
all symbols of F occurring in a semantic equation defining a synthesized attribute have a sort in 6g (~) (we shall denote by
all symbols of F occurring in a semantic equation defining an inherited attribute have a sort in 6g (h) (we shall denote by F (h) the set {f E Fie(f) ~ 6g (h) }).
( 1.7.4) Remark. The separatedness condition is a mild one. It is always possible to transform an attribute grammar (G, F, D) such that F is not separated into another one (G, F', D') which is separated and is equivalent to the first one in some sense (not exactly the one of (1.3)).
It suffices to duplicate sorts that are common to synthesized and inherited attributes, and to duplicate function symbols of F accordingly.
The interpretation D must be transformed into an interpretation D' where some domains D a have been duplicated into two, say D~a,s ) and D~a,h ) both equal to D~. We do no give the details. This transformation does not necessarly preserve the equivalence so that we cannot conclude that the equivalence problem for attribute systems reduces to the equivalence problem for separated attribute systems.
For non-nested schemes, the corresponding concept is the following: A non-nested scheme of type (P, F) is separated if the set 6g can be partitioned into ~ = 6g ~s) U F/~h) in such a way that
the right-hand side of any equation is a member of (1.7.7)
where F (s) and F (h) are associated with ~(s) and F/(h) as in (1.7. 3) and (1.7.4 
FIRST-ORDER UNIFICATION
In this section, we recall some well-known results concerning first-order unification and fix our notations. Let F be a finite n-sorted signature. Let V, W denote finite sets of n-sorted variables. A V-substitution is a sort preserving map 5: V-~M (F, W) 
:M(F, V)~M(F, W) satisfies the equation (t,t') if O(t)=6(t').
We say also fi is a unifier of the pair (t, t'). Let ge be a subset of M(F, V) z, i.e., a set of equations on M(F, V). We shall denote by UNIF(g e) the set of all Vsubstitutions ~ which satisfy all equations in g. It is well known that for every finite set of equations ~ such that UNIF(g e) 4: O, there exists a most general unifier, i.e., a substitution 3: V~ M(F, W) (for some W) such that
If we assume that every w in W has at least one occurrence in some fi(v), then fi is unique up to a W-renaming, i.e., if fi': V~M(F, W') is any such most general unifier, then 6' = a o 6 for some bijection W~ W'. The most general unifier (mgu) can be computed by the algorithm of Martelli and Montanari (1982) .
In fact we can define the most general unifier fi of ~ as a substitution
And then
where INVAR(fi) denotes the set of all V-substitutions/~ which are invariant by c~, i.e., such that Fto fi = p. Note that the set V 0 is not uniquely defined by (2.1.1). Any substitution fi satisfying (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) is a mgu of ~e and will be called a base of UNIF(ff). The cardinality of V o will be called the dimension of fi and denoted by dim (6) . The dimension of fi is the number of independent parameters on which the general solution of ff depends. Let r and r' be two bases. 
THE DECIDABILITY RESULT
Introductory Remarks
We begin with a sequence of remarks, notations, conventions, and preliminary results. Let Z be a separated non-nested scheme as in Section 1.7. Let r/be the set of sorts of signature P.
Instead of 6~ ts) and 6~h? we shall use sets of sorts 6~ and ~. Instead of F ts) and F th) we shall use F and G, respectively. Hence F is an (6~ U ~)-signature, G is a ~'-signature, and the scheme Z is assumed to be of type (P, F U G). 
. × M(P),xx,) ~ M(F, M(G, W)),
in an obvious way: just interpret ~0 as q~*. It can also be defined by t* (ul, u a ..... un) = nfE(t[ul/x I ..... un/Xn] (P)~¢x,) , i.e., if the mappings 8(0" and 8(t')* are the same.
We say that (t, t') is true if 8 ~ (t, t') for all 8: W-~ M(G, W'), all W'. This is equivalent to id w ~ t = t'. We shall denote this by ~ t = t'. Remark that 6 ~ t = t' implies ~ 6(0 = ~5(t').
An equivalence is false if it is not true. The set of false equivalences is recursively enumerable. It suffices to find some n-tuple of arguments (w 1 ..... w,) such that t*(w 1 ,..., w,) 4: t' *(wl ,..., w,) to establish that (t, t') is false. By using the decision systems of Courcelle (1983) we shall show that the set of true equivalences is recursively enumerable. An algorithm will be given in Section 4.
We shall have to check equivalences (t, t') for t, t' in M a and a in ~. Let V be a new 3~-sorted set of variables. Any term t in Mo with a sort in 6~ can be written in an essentially unique way as 6(u) for some V-linear term
in M(F, VUq~(XUV))a and some substitution 3: V ~ M(G, W).
Similarly, an equivalence (t, t') with t, t' C M~ will be replaced by a triple REP(t, t') = (u, u', 8) such that u, u' C M', t = 6(u), t' = ~5(u') and such that the pair (u, u') is V-linear. We mean by this that u and u' are V-linear and have no variable from V in common. In other words f(u, u') is V-linear.
We assume that for each sort b in ~ the set of variables of sort b is
We also require that in a pair u, u' the variables of V of any sort b are Val, v~ ..... v~ for some k and appear in this order from left to right. Hence there exists a unique triple (u, u', 8) 
associated with (t, t'). For example, if ~ is reduced to one sort and if t= ~o(x, g(y,z),a), t' = ~t(x, a, h(z, y)), then REP(t, t') is the triple (~p(x, v,, v2), ~,(x, v 3, v4), {v 1 ~ g(y, z); v z ~ a; v 3 -~ a; v4 -~ h(z, y)}).
For u, u' in M', we denote by SATv(u, u') the set of V-substitutions 6 which satisfy (u, u'). 
PROPOSITION. Let (t,t') CM] and (u,u',g) = REP(t,t'). Then t-= t' if and only if there exists some substitution r: V ~ M(G, V) such that E INVAR(r) and r ~ u =-u'.
Proof. For the "only if" part we take for r a base of UNIF(g"u,u, ). If or=~5 and r~u=u', then fi(r(u))=fi(u), c~(r(u'))=fi(u'), and -
Hence ~ ~(v(u)) = ~(r(u')) and ~ ~(u) -= ~(u'), i.e., t = t'. II Since ~'u,u, is infinite the determination of a base of UNIF(~'u,u,) is not a trivial application of Martelli and Montanari (1982).
Dec&ion Systems
We recall some definitions and results from Courcelle (1983) . A decision system is an object D = (6~, ge, exp, split, F-) satisfying the following conditions:
6~ is a countable set of objects called assertions.
We assume that 6g is recursive, i.e., that we can decide whether a given object is in 6~ or not. For every n ~> 0, an assertion A in 6~ is either n-true or n-false.
If an assertion is (n + 1)-true, then it is n-true.
(3.4.1)
An assertion is true if and only if it is n-true for all n.
(3.4.2)
We let 6~ A denote 6g t.) {A }, where A is a new symbol standing for an "obviously" false assertion. A is 0-false, whereas all A in 6~ are 0-true.
The symbol ~-denotes a subset of P0(6g) × 6~ called a deduction relation.
We write ~ ~-A instead of (c~, A) C ~.
We assume the following properties: g" is a subset of 6~, called the set of elementary assertions. We denote g" U {A } by fla. We denote by exp a partial recursive mapping ~ -4 30(~A) the domain of which is a recursive subset of ~ denoted by 6gex p and such that E ~_ (~ exp" We say that an assertion A in 6ge~ p is expanded into a set exp(A) of assertions. We assume the following properties, for all A in (Yelp
A C T implies exp(A) ~_ g-, (3.4.6) if exp(A) c n --g-, then A ~ (n + 1) --g-, (3.4.7)
where g-(resp. n-g') denotes the set of true (resp. n-true) assertions. We define exp(~) = 0 {exp(A)/A E c~} for any subset c~ of ~e~p" Let 6gspUt be the set of nonelementary assertions. We assume the existence of a multi-valued mapping split: 6gspti t -4 ~0(ga).
Its purpose is to split a "complex" assertion A into a finite set of "elementary" ones. We shall allow this to be done in different possible ways. Hence split is multivalued in the general case.
The axioms concerning split are the following ones (where A is in C~spl, and ~ is any value of split(A)): Axiom (3.4.9) reduces the proof of a goal assertion A to several proofs of "simpler" ones.
We shall use part 2 of Theorem 2.14 of Courcelle (1983) saying the following:
THEOREM. If D = (6g, g", exp, split, ~) is a decision system such that g-N ~ is finite and ~-is recursively enumerable, then the truth of an assertion is semi-decidable.
The proof is based on the following definition and lemma: A set of assertions ~ is self-proving if there exists a subset ~' of 6gex p such that ~' ~-~and c~ ~_ exp(~'). Since ~ is a binary relation on 3(~) and not on P(6gA), the above notations imply that A ~ c~ U c~, U exp(~'). Note that if c~_ 6gex~, c~ is self-proving if and only if c~ ~_ exp(~') (which implies A ~ ~ U exp(C~)).
LEMMA. A self-proving set of assertions is true.
Then theorem (3.5) is the consequence of the following remarks:
(ii) A is true if and only if c~ ~_ A for some finite self-proving subset c~ of 6g, (iii) for a finite subset c~ of 6g, the property ,,c~ is self-proving" is semi-decidable.
A Decision System for Separated Non-Nested Schemes
We define a decision system D=(ASSERT, ELEM, EXP, SPLIT, ~-) as follows: Its set of assertions ASSERT is the set of equivalences introduced above. We shall use the word equivalence instead of assertion in the sequel. The truth of an equivalence has already been defined. 
. X M(P)o(x,,)
such that Max{Iwil/1 ~i~< n} < m.
We now define the deduction relation c~ ~_ t -t' (read c~ proves (t, t')) as something like "(t, t') belongs to the congruence generated by ~." That is, ~-is the least relation on 90(ASSERT ) X ASSERT such that: The domain ASSERTEx P of the function EXP : ASSERTEx P -, 9o(ASSERT ) is the set of monadic equivalences (abbreviated m.e.) i.e., the set of equivalences (u, u') such that Varx(u)U Varx(U' ) is a singleton. We now define EXP. Let x be the unique variable of X appearing in (u, u'), assumed to be of sort S. We shall say that (u, u') is of sort S. Anyp in P of sort S will be said compatible with (u, u').
For all p compatible with (u, u'), we define EXP(p, u, u') as a pair of terms as follows: Let EXP(p, u, u') = {(u 2, u~)}.
(3.9.3)
Finally, we let EXP(u, u') be the union of the sets EXP(p, u, u') for all p compatible with (u, u' ). An assertion (t, t') is strongly true if it is true and in the triple (u, u', r) = REP(t, t'), r is a base of UNIF(g'u.u, ). An elementary assertion is a monadic equivalence (t, t') such that: It is easy to see that every element of SPL(t, t') is of one of the possible three forms:
(3) (t, t') with t and t' as in case (3.10.7), i.e., (t, t') is a monadic equivalence, We let SPLO(t, t') denote the set of elements of type (1) or (2) and SPLI(t, t') the remaining, i.e., the elements of type (3).
We define an auxiliary mapping H: ASSERT a -~ ASSERT a. (v(u), v(u') ), where v is a base of UNIF(Wu,~,) 4: O and REP(t, t') = (u, u', v).
H(A) =A,
Finally, we define SPLIT: ASSERT ~ 3o(ELEM) by
SPLIT(E) = H(SPL 1 (E))= tH(E')/E' C SPL 1 (e)t
if E is true.
Note that H and SPLIT are not defined in an effective contrary, SPL, SPL0 and SPL 1 are computable. Let us properties of these functions.
way. On the prove some
LEMMA. If E is true, then H(E) is strongly true and H(E)F-E.
Proof Let (t, t') be true, let (u, u', r)= REP(t, t') and v be a base of UNIF (~u,u, ) . Then z o v = r, hence (v(u), v(u') ) proves (r(v(u)), r(v(u'))), i.e., (t, t'). The equivalence (v(u), v(u') ) is strongly true by the definitions, l 3.12. LEMMA. (1 Proof The proof will be an induction on the computation of SPL(E) in the following sense:
For each case (3.10.1) to (3.10.6) we show the proposition for E by assuming it true for E 1 ..... E k appearing as argument of SPL in the definition of SPL(E).
Let us consider case (3.10.2) briefly. 
. t~)).
Assertion 2 is a consequence of Assertion 1, and Assertion 3 can be proved similarly.
We now consider case (3.10.6) is some more detail. By (3.10.6) we have SPL(t, t') = SPL(t, t") U SPL(s, w) with s = ~(x', t~ ,..., tS).
Assertion 2. Let 6~t--t'
with t=~0(x,t~ ..... tk) and Varx(t' )= {x,x' .... }. Then the functions 6(0* and fi(t')* are the same and 6(t')* is constant in its other arguments than x, i.e., in particular in x'. This means that, then the function g(s)* associated with the subterm s=~, (x',t~', . ... t~) of t' is constant, i.e., that ~,* is constant in its first argument.
We have w = qJ*(u, t~ ..... te' ) for some u in M(P), (x, ) and t" is defined by substituting w for s, i.e., for ~t(x', tl ..... t') in t', and 6 ~ t = t" and 6 ~ s = w. Then the inductive hypothesis allows us to conclude that fi ~ SPL(t, t') as for case (3.10.2).
Assertion 2 is a consequence of Assertion 1. We now consider Assertion 3. Let t and t' be as above and let us assume that SPL 0 (t, t') = 0, i.e., that SPL 0 (t, t") = SPL 0 (s, w) = 0.
By the inductive hypothesis SPL 1 (t, t") F-t -t" and SPL 1 (s, w) F-s = w.
By several uses of clauses (3.8.1), (3.8.3), (3.8.4), of the definition of F-we can show that SPL 1 (s, w) ~-t' -t".
Hence by (3.8.8) SPL 1 (t, t') = SPL 1 (t, t") U SPL 1 (s, w) ~-{t -t", t' -= t"} and by (3.8.2) and (3.8.3)
SPLl(t,t')~-t=_t'. I
LEMMA. (1) E is true if and only if A q2 SPLIT(E). (2) IrE is true, then SPLIT(E) is true and SPLIT(E) F-E.
Proof. If E is false, then A C SPLIT(E) by the definition of SPLIT. If E is true, then SPLI(E) is true by Lemma3.12(2) and H(SPLI(E))= SPLIT(E) is true by Lemma 3.11. Hence A ~ SPLIT(E), Lemma 3.12 shows that SPL 1 (E) ~ E hence H(SPL 1 (E)) F-E by Lemma 3.11 and (3.8.8).
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION. D is a decision system such that ~-is recursively enumerable and gELEM, the set of true elementary assertions, is finite.
This proposition with Theorem (3.5) immediately proves 3.15. THEOREM. The truth of an equivalence is semi-decidable.
The main theorem follows from Proposition 3.14 and Theorem 3.5, since by Remark 3.2.4 the falsity of an equivalence is semi-decidable.
Proof of Proposition 3.14. We have to show that D is a well-formed decision system, i.e., that the various conditions of definition 3.4 are satisfied. Most of them are very easy to establish. Conditions (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) concerning the truth of equivalences follow from the definitions. Conditions (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) concerning ~-follow from the definition. Condition (3.4.5) can be proved by induction on the length of a derivation establishing that ~ ~-A by means of clauses (3.8.1)-(3.8.8).
Note on the way that ~-is recursively enumerable: for any given sequence of derivation steps concerning pairs (~,A) in P0(~)× 6g, we can check whether it really uses clauses (3.8.1)-(3.8.8).
It is clear that ASSERTEx P is reeursive and that EXP is a total and computable mapping. Conditions (3.4.6) and (3.4.7) are easy to verify.
The conditions concerning SPLIT follow immediately from Lemma 3.13. Let us establish that g-ELEM is finite. Let (t, t') ~ g-ELEM, x be its unique variable in X, let REP(t, t') = (u, u', r). Since r is determined by (u, u') we only have to show that there is only finitely many possible pairs (u, u'). We can assume that u = q) (x, v 1, ..., Vk) Since X and q~ are finite, there exist only finitely many possible terms u satisfying (3.14.1). By (3.14.2), for given u, there exist only finitely many possible terms s, hence finitely many terms u' satisfying (3.14.1). Hence the number of possible pairs (u, u') satisfying (3.14.1) is finite and g-ELEM is finite. 1 3.15. Remark. The decidability result we have just proved concerns primitive recursive program schems which are non-nested and separated. The latter condition is crucial for inequality (3.14.2). Otherwise, i.e., if we do not have F ~ G = O examples can be given where g-ELEM is infinite. And this condition is only used here.
The former, namely the restriction to non.nested schemes, is essential for the definition of the class ELEM, that of SPLIT and Lemma 3.13 (2) .
A more complicated way to "split" equivalence must be found if we want to extend the method to arbitrary (possibly separated) primitive recursive program schemes.
AN ALGORITHM
In this section, we provide an algorithm which constructs a smallest selfproving subset of g-ELEM which proves a given equivalence if it is true and stops with a FAILURE answer if it is not true.
DEFINITIONS. such that:
(1) -v(u'), v C INVAR(r) . If (u,u',r) is optimal, then further more, if vEINVAR(r), then ~ v(u) -v(u') . 4.1.1. Remark. The following properties of any fact (u,u',r) are equivalent:
(i) (u, u', r) is true and ~ r(u) = r(u'), (ii) (u, u', r) is optimal, (iii) (r(u), r(u')) is a strongly true equivalence. (3) We know from Proposition 2.2 that every infinite chain: r0 ~< rl ~< r 2 ~< ... ~< r n ~< ... stabilizes, i.e., r n,-, rn0 for all n greater than some n 0. Hence we can define the least upper bound Supi>0(,_~ri) of an increasing chain ~0 4~, ~< --. ~<~, ~< ..., as the set of facts (u, u', r) in ,fit for some i which is the first integer such that, for all j>/i and all substitution r' if (u, u', r')C~, then r'~ r.
(4) A set of facts J is reduced if for all pair (w, w') there exists at most one v such that (w, w', v) is in J-.
The least upper bound of an increasing sequence of reduced sets of facts is reduced. With a set of facts J-we associate a set of equivalences, J---{(r(u), r(u'))/(u, u', r) E d~-}. Our algorithm can be sketched as follows:
Given E, we define a finite set ~ of facts such that if E is true, then ~ is true. Then we define an increasing sequence (~)i~>o of sets of facts such that ~//+1--REFINE(J~), where REFINE is some procedure defined below. We shall show that one of the following two cases must happen:
(1) REFINE (~7) stops with a FAILURE answer; we conclude then that E is not true, (2) REFINE(~-) =~// for some i; then ~ is self-proving and E is true if and only if J//~-E (which is decidable).
The definition of REFINE will rest upon SPL defined in 3.10. (We shall use SPL with W= V.)
We shall also use the following notation: For substitutions ~,3': V~M(G, V) we denote by EQ(cS, 3') the set of equations (c5(v), 6'(v)) for all v in V and by EQ(3) the set EQ(3, id), i.e., the set (~(v), v) for all v in V. Hence UNIF(EQ(3))= INVAR(3).
We are now ready to define REFINE which takes for argument a finite reduced set of facts.
DEFINITION.
Procedure REFINE(~-) 2. For all (w, w', v) w, w', v) by (w, w', v') .
3. Return REFINE = J-.
4. End REFINE.
The next three propositions state the properties of REFINE we shall use in the sequel.
PROPOSITION. Let J-be a finite reduced set of facts.
(1) REFINE(J-) always terminates. (2) Let (w, w', v) in o ~-causing a failure either at step 2.2 or 2.4.3. By assuming that J is true we shall get a contradiction. Let 0 such that 0 ~ w = w'. Then, for all p, all (z, z') in EXP(p, w, w') we have 0 ~ z --z'. We cannot have SPL(z, z') = {A } since this would arise from the hypotheses of clause (3.10.3) of the definition of SPL. For all (z,z') in SPL0(EXP(w, w')) we have 0 > z = z'. We also know that 0 o v = 0 (since (w,~w', v) is assumed true), hence UNIF(EQ(v) U g~o) g: 0. This eliminates the possibility of a failure at step2.2. Assume now that (t,t') in SPL 1 (EXP(w, w')) causes a failure at step 2.4.3. It is clear that 0~ t = t' hence 0 ~ 6(u) =-6(u') (where (u, u', ~) = REP(t, t')) in other words Ooc~>u-u'.
Since (u, u', T) is true this implies 0o~or=0o&
Remark that (4) follws from (6) v(t) = v(t') for all (t, t') in g0 = SPL0(EXP(w, w')). But there exists v' such that (w, w', v') ~ REFINE(J-) and (7) (8) INVAR(v)~_ UNIF(g0) which implies (6) and property (4) is proved.
Let us now consider (t, t') in SPL(v(w), v(w'))), i.e., t = v(s), t' = v(s') for some (s,s') in SPLI(EXP(w,w')). Let (u, u', 6) =REP(s,s') hence (u, u') E A. Let (u, u', Q be in J-'. We know that there exists some v' such that (w, w', v') E REFINE(~Y-') and (9) INVAR(v') = UNIF(EQ(v) W EQ(~5 o r, 6)).
As above we conclude that v' ~ v hence that i.e., (14) ~'-'~t-t' since t = v (6(u) ), t ' = v(6(u) ). This holds for all (t, t') in SPLI (EXP(v(w) ,v(w'))). We have established (5) and this concludes the proof of part (1) .
Let us now prove part (2). Since J-ise self-proving, it is a set of true equivalences (by Lemma3.6). Note that for all i, all (u,u',QC~, First(u) E q~, (by induction on i), hence the same holds for ~r.
Since ~o is true, Here is our example. Let r/ consists of two sorts S and S'. Let x, x' be variables of sorts S and S', respectively. Let 22 be the p.r. scheme given below, written with P = {p, ql, q2, r} such that: We shall determine a base (if any) of g's,s' with s = q)(x', v~, v2) and s ' = (o'(x', v3, v4) , by computing CLOSURE ({(s -= s', id)}).
The This means that for all ul, u2, u3, u4, ~o(x', ul, u2) -~o'(x', u3, u,)
if and only if (u 1, u2, u3, u4) satisfies EQ(a), i.e., if and only if:
uz=a, u4~a.
Hence and ~ ~o (x', fg(y, z ), a) -~o' (x', g(y, z ), a ) g= ~o (x', a, a) -o'(x', a, a) .
CONCLUSIONS
We have not tried to reduce the equivalence problem for non-nested separated primitive recursive schemes to a decidable equivalance problem such that the equivalence of finite-turn DPDAs although we think that such a reduction is possible. We think that a direct algorithm as Algorithm 4.6 shows better the reasons for which our schemes have a decidable equivalence problem. Nevertheless we think that there are some deep relations between primitive recursive schemes and DPDAs (via the constructions of Courcelle [2] ) and we omit the very technical proof of 5.1. PROPOSITION. The equivalence problem of non-nested recursive schemes of CourceIle (1978) reduces to the equivalence problem of separated non-nested primitive recursive schemes. The hypothesis of separated-ness has been crucial for the proof of Proposition 3.1.4. We think that it can be lifted. Probably much more difficult is 5.3. Conjecture. The equivalence problem for separated strongly noncircular attribute systems is solvable.
